Professional Services
At HackerRank, we understand your company is unique in how you source, identify, evaluate and recruit
your technical talent.
HackerRank Professional Services facilitates onboarding and increases internal adoption so you can
maximize the value of HackerRank across your recruiting and technical teams.
We also customize content for your environment and deliver one-oﬀ capabilities and requirements for
features that do not “ﬁt” in our broader product roadmap
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Services Portfolio
EVENTS
Attract new technical talent for brand building and hiring
HackerRank works with your recruiting
events team to plan and organize recruiting
events. You get creative assets for your
campaigns to drive registrations. Lean on us
for support during the event, and we also
help coordinate pre- and post-event
activities. Our advanced software monitors
for plagiarism and proctors all submissions
to monitor for cheating.
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CUSTOM CONTENT
Customizable assessment questions
We understand that leading brands have high
standards for recruiting. You test for culture and
values ﬁt at every stage of your interview
process, including technical skills screens.
HackerRank oﬀers custom content development
to help you provide assessments that are true
to your culture and employer brand.

TEST VALIDATION
Valid, Fair and Compliant with EEOC and OFFCP requirements
Hire based on meritocracy. Issue each candidate
a valid and reliable pre-employment test to add
consistency and standardization to your hiring
process. Ensure your assessments are fair to all
test-takers regardless of personal characteristics
such as gender, ethnicity, or ability status.

INTEGRATION
Technical talent recruiting and assessment workﬂows within your ATSment questions
HackerRank understands that talent operations teams
like to stay within their Applicant Tracking System (ATS)
for their various recruiting workﬂows. We can help reduce
barriers for adoption. Your technical talent recruiters can
create, send, and track HackerRank assessments and
interviews all from within your existing ATS.
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HackerRank is a technology hiring platform that is the standard
for assessing developer skills for over 2,600+ companies around

Contact us

Learn More

About HackerRank
HackerRank, the developer skills company, helps businesses attract, evaluate and hire the best technical
talent from around the world. Over 2,600 customers across all industries, including 25% of the Fortune
100, rely on HackerRank to raise their hiring bar. More than 16 million developers (approximately 40% of
the global developer population) trust HackerRank to learn and showcase their coding skills. Every
second, two developers complete a HackerRank code submission, or 188,000 per day.
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